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Cast and Creative Team

Cast:

Paul Brightwell
Johnny the Priest

Jenny Galloway
Marthy Owen

David Hayman
Chris Christopherson

Jude Law
Mat Burke

Robert Lonsdale
Postman

Henry Pettigrew
Larry

Michael Walters
First Longshoreman

Matt Wilman
Second Longshoreman

Ruth Wilson
Anna Christopherson

Other roles played by members of the company.
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Creative Team:
ROB ASHFORD Director
For the Donmar: as Director: Concert Performance of Merrily We Roll Along, A
Streetcar Named Desire. As Director & Choreographer: Parade. As Choreographer:
Guys and Dolls (Piccadilly).
Theatre: As Director in London: Shrek the Musical. As Director on Broadway:
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying, Promises Promises.
As Choreographer on Broadway: Cry Baby, Curtains, The Wedding Singer,
Thoroughly Modern Millie – Tony Award for Best Choreography. For the West
End: Evita, Thoroughly Modern Millie, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
the Forum, Once in a Lifetime (NT). Other US credits include: Boys from Syracuse
(Roundabout Theatre Company), Pardon My English, Bloomer Girl, Tenderloin,
Connecticut Yankee (City Center Encores! Series), Time & Again (Manhattan
Theatre Club), Dawn Upshaw (Lincoln Center), Princesses (5th Avenue Theatre),
Marty (Huntington), 3hree (Ahmanson), Pippin (Paper Mill Playhouse), A Christmas
Carol (McCarter). Rob also choreographed Candide (La Scala, Milan, Theatre du
Chatelet, Paris and ENO, London).
As an actor on Broadway: Parade, Crazy for You, Victor Victoria, Most Happy
Fella, My Favorite Year, Anything Goes.
Film: Beyond the Sea.
Television: 61st Annual Academy Awards.

PAUL WILLS Designer
Previously for the Donmar: Novecento, The Man Who Had All the Luck, The Cut.
Theatre includes: A Number, Total Eclipse (Menier Chocolate Factory); Yerma
(West Yorkshire Playhouse); Blasted (Lyric Hammersmith); Punk Rock (Lyric
Hammersmith/ Royal Exchange); Dandy in the Underworld, Overspill (Soho);
Serious Money (Birmingham Rep); Nineteen Eighty-Four, Macbeth, See How
They Run (Royal Exchange); Sisters, A Number (also Chichester), Gladiator
Games (also Stratford East), Blue/Orange (all Sheffield); Inparenthesis (part of the
Metamorphosis Project, Churchill Theatre, Bromley); This Much is True, Crestfall
(Theatre 503); House of Ghosts, Porridge (UK tour); Home (Theatre Royal Bath);
The Frontline (Globe); I Ought to Be in Pictures (Manchester Library); Testing
The Echo (Tricycle/ Out of Joint); Breathing Corpses (Royal Court); Pornography
(Tricycle/ Birmingham Rep/ Traverse); Treasure Island (Kingston Rose); Mammals
(Bush/Tour); Prometheus Bound (New York/The Sound Venue); The Field (Tricycle);
The Changeling, Mother Courage (set, English Touring Theatre).
Opera: Rusalka (English Touring Opera); Sweetness and Badness (Welsh National
Opera) and The Magic Flute (National Theatre of Palestine).
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HOWARD HARRISON Lighting Designer
For the Donmar: Creditors (also New York), Guys and Dolls (Piccadilly).
Theatre: includes Mary Poppins (Broadway/Australia/Holland & US tour), Mamma
Mia! (London/New York & worldwide), Butley (Vaudeville), Die Fledermaus
(Welsh National Opera), Romeo and Juliet (RSC), Love Story (West End), Strictly
Gershwin, Swan Lake (English National Ballet, Royal Albert Hall), Earthquakes
in London (NT), Me and My Girl (Sheffield Crucible), Macbeth (West End/New
York), Rock ’n’ Roll (Royal Court/Duke of York’s/New York), King Lear (Liverpool &
Young Vic), Inherit the Wind (Old Vic), Glengarry Glen Ross, Love Song, Ragtime,
Donkeys’ Years, Heroes (West End), Love Story, The Music Man, Hay Fever,
The Circle (Chichester Festival Theatre), In a Dark Dark House, The Last Days of
Judas Iscariot (Almeida), Matthew Bourne’s Nutcracker! and Edward Scissorhands
(Sadler’s Wells, UK & US tours).

ADAM CORK Composer & Sound Designer
For the Donmar: King Lear – Olivier Award (Also UK Tour/New York), Red (also
New York – Tony Award), A Streetcar Named Desire, Hamlet (also New York),
Madame de Sade, Ivanov, Creditors, The Chalk Garden, Othello, John Gabriel
Borkman, Don Juan in Soho, Frost/Nixon (also Gielgud/ New York /US tour), The
Cut, The Wild Duck, Henry IV, Caligula.
Theatre: includes scores and sound designs for Enron (Headlong/Chichester/
Royal Court/Broadway), All’s Well that Ends Well, Phedre, Time & The Conways,
Danton’s Death (NT), A View from the Bridge, No Man’s Land (Duke of York’s),
Macbeth (Chichester/New York), Six Characters in Search of an Author, Don
Carlos (Gielgud), Romeo & Juliet, The Tempest, Speaking like Magpies (RSC), The
Glass Menagerie (Apollo), The Last Days of Judas Iscariot, The Late Henry Moss
(Almeida), Suddenly Last Summer (Albery).
Film: includes scores for Macbeth, Bust, Tripletake.
TV: includes Frances Tuesday, Re-ignited, Imprints
Radio: includes Losing Rosalind, The Luneberg Variation, The Colonel-Bird, Don
Carlos, Othello, On the Ceiling.

PENNY DYER Dialect Coach
For the Donmar: The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, Passion,
Serenading Louie, A Streetcar Named Desire, Dimetos, The Family Reunion,
Piaf, Small Change, The Man Who Had All the Luck, Parade, Frost/Nixon, The
Cryptogram, After Miss Julie, Suddenly Last Summer, The Little Foxes, The Blue
Room, Three Days of Rain, How I Learned To Drive, The Bullet.
Theatre: includes Blood and Gifts (RNT), All My Sons (Apollo), The Little Dog
Laughed (Garrick), The Caretaker (Trafalgar Studios), Clybourne Park, Posh, Aunt
Dan and Lemon, The Girlfriend Experience, Tusk Tusk, Wig Out!, The Pride, Now
or Later, The Vertical Hour (Royal Court), Spring Awakening (Novello), A View from
the Bridge (Duke of York’s), Legally Blonde, Carousel, Fiddler on the Roof (Savoy),
Shadowlands (Wyndham’s), Boeing Boeing (Comedy), Speed The Plow, (Old Vic),
A Prayer for my Daughter, Vernon God Little, (Young Vic), Noughts and Crosses,
King Lear, The Winter’s Tale, The Crucible (RSC), Becky Shaw, Rope, The Parlour
Song, In A Dark Dark Place, The Last Days of Judas Iscariot, (Almeida).
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Film: includes My Week With Marilyn, Tamara Drewe, Wreckers, A Special
Relationship, Nowhere Boy, Cheri, The Damned United, The Queen, Frost/Nixon,
The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, Infamous, Mrs Henderson Presents, Dirty Pretty
Things, Ladies in Lavender, The Importance of Being Earnest, Felicia’s Journey,
The Warzone, Elizabeth.
Television: includes Downton Abbey, Zen, Any Human Heart, Gracie, Small Island,
Margaret, A Short Stay in Switzerland, Most Sincerely, The Curse of Steptoe,
Fantabuloso, Blackpool, The Deal.

MARY CHARLTON Costume Supervisor
For the Donmar: Luise Miller, Serenading Louie (also UK Tour), The Man Who Had
All the Luck; John Gabriel Borkman.
Theatre: includes Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, (Chichester Festival
Theatre and Theatre Royal Haymarket), Flare Path (Theatre Royal Haymarket),
Antony and Cleopatra (Liverpool Playhouse), 39 Steps (Tricycle/Criterion/Liverpool
Playhouse/tour), The Merchant of Venice, We The People (Globe), The Rubenstein
Kiss, Nathan the Wise, Anna in the Tropics, Love me Tonight, Darwin in Malibu
(Hampstead), Heroes (tour).
Opera: Billy Budd (Glyndebourne).
Mary was the Head of Wardrobe at the Crucible Theatre 1995 – 2003 and Studio
Director for Yinka Shonibare MBE 1996 – 2009
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An Introduction to Eugene O’Neill
‘The theatre should be a source of inspiration that lifts us to a plane beyond
ourselves as we know them and drives us deep into the unknown within and
behind ourselves. The theatre should reveal to us what we are’1
Eugene O’Neill
Eugene O’Neill is widely considered one of America’s most important and
accomplished playwrights. He is credited with being the forerunner of a theatre
revolution that shifted American plays from melodrama to naturalism. His work
was highly influenced by Chekhov, Strindberg, George Bernard Shaw and Ibsen
and his plays have a predominantly tragic drive.
O’Neill’s plays were often influenced by his personal life and experiences. Having
spent time in his early years travelling the world as a working sailor, he included
the voices of the men and women he met on the waterfront and on board ship
in his earlier plays. Not only was it unusual to see the ‘common man’ of his
work on stage at the time but O’Neill allowed them to speak in their vernacular.
He was among the first to do this. One of his greatest plays, Long Day’s
Journey into Night, which is considered by many to be a masterpiece, is a semiautobiographical depiction of a young O’Neill, his parents and his brother over the
course of one tragic day at their home in Connecticut. The mother in the play is
addicted to morphine and all of the men are alcoholics.
O’Neill won the Nobel Prize for literature and was awarded the Pulitzer Prize four
times.
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Eugene O’Neill: A brief biography
1888	
Eugene Gladstone O’Neill is born in a Broadway hotel room. His
father, James O’Neill, who was born in Ireland, is a successful
stage actor. O’Neill’s early life is spent travelling across America
with his family following his father’s touring productions. He is
educated in Catholic boarding schools, after which he leaves the
Catholic Church for life, and enrols in Princeton in 1906.
1907	
O’Neill is asked to leave college “for poor scholastic standing.” He
moves to New York where he and his brother James pursue a life
of drinking and carousing.
1909	
He marries Kathleen Jenkins in a secret ceremony. Soon after, he
sets out on a gold-prospecting voyage to Honduras but he is sent
back with a fever six months later. During the period that follows,
he spends time working as a stage manager, an actor, and a
reporter. He also tends mules on a cattle steamer and sets out on
several other voyages as a sailor. He comes into contact with the
sailors, dock workers and outcasts that will later populate his plays,
the kind of characters the American theatre have heretofore passed
over in silence.
1912	
His irregular life takes its toll on his health and he spends six
months in a sanatorium for tuberculosis. During this period
O’Neill reads Ibsen, Wedekind and Strindberg avidly. Along with
the vernacular approach of Synge’s plays (two of which he had
seen when the Abbey Theatre toured to New York) they were to
have huge influence on his work. He begins to turn his hand to
playwriting, churning out eleven one-act plays and two full-length
plays. This same year he divorces Kathleen, the mother of his first
son, Eugene Jr.
1916	
O’Neill joins a group of writers and painters called the Provincetown
Painters. In the autumn of 1916 he has his first one-act play
produced by the group, Bound East for Cardiff, one of the many
plays he will write about sailors at sea. Over the following years the
group produces many of his short plays.
1918	
He marries the writer Agnes Boulton. They will have two children,
Shane and Oona, before O’Neill leaves Agnes for Carlotta
Monterey.
1920	
Beyond The Horizon is produced on Broadway, O’Neill’s first
full length play in New York.It wins him his first Pulitzer Prize. In
the same year, his father dies and The Emperor Jones opens on
Broadway. It features Charles Gilpin, the first African American to
play a major role in a white American company.
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1922	
Anna Christie is produced and wins O’Neill his second Pulitzer
Prize. His mother also dies this year. The play is followed by The
Hairy Ape.
1923	
His brother Jamie dies of alcoholism. O’Neill will later dramatise
Jamie’s last days in Moon for the Misbegotten.
1924	
Desire Under the Elms is hailed as the first great American tragedy.
It is the first of his plays that evokes the starkness and inevitability
of Greek tragedy that he felt in his own life.
	O’Neill’s play All God’s Chillun Got Wings opens at the
Provincetown Playhouse starring Paul Robeson. This story of a love
between a black man and a white woman garners controversy and
great reviews.
1928

He wins his third Pulitzer Prize for Strange Interlude.

1929	O’Neill marries Carlotta Monterey. Although their relationship could
be tumultuous, they remain together until O’Neill’s death and she is
credited as a focusing force on his writing. They move to the Loire
Valley in France where they live for a few years before moving to
Georgia and from there to Danville, California, ending up in Boston.
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1931	
He completes his epic Mourning Becomes Electra. Based on the
Orestia, he relocates the action to 19th Century New England.
1933	
Ah Wilderness!, O’Neill’s only comedy, appears on Broadway.
During this period his productivity is curtailed by what was then
thought to be Parkinson’s Disease and meant he had a bad tremor
in his writing hand. He is also drinking heavily.
1936	
Eugene O’Neill is awarded the Nobel Prize.
1940	
O’Neill writes the autobiographical play, Long Day’s Journey into
Night. The action takes place during a single day in August 1912 at
the summer home of the Tyrone family. The members of the family
are the father, an actor, the drug-addicted mother, an alcoholic son
and his younger brother suffering from tuberculosis (based on
O’Neill himself). O’Neill left written instructions that stipulated that
the play must not be made public until 25 years after his death.
These were not honoured.
1935-1943	
O’Neill writes A Touch of the Poet (1935-1942), More Stately
Mansions (1935-1941), Hughie (1941), The Iceman Cometh
(1939), A Long Day’s Journey into Night (1939-41) and A Moon
for the Misbegotten (1943). Other than The Iceman Cometh,
which was produced on Broadway in 1946, they are all produced
posthumously.
1943	
His eighteen year old daughter, Oona, marries Charlie Chaplin,
fifty four. O’Neill disapproves of the marriage and never sees his
daughter again.
1948	
Shane O’Neill is arrested and found guilty of possession of heroin.
They never have contact with one another again.
1950	
Eugene O’Neill Jr commits suicide. His father, who is in poor health,
does not attend the funeral.
1953	
O’Neill dies in a hotel room in Boston. At the time of his death,
he has written over 50 plays and had 35 of them professionally
produced.
1956	
Long Day’s Journey into Night gets its New York premiere. O’Neill
is awarded his fourth Pulitzer, posthumously. The play is considered
a masterpiece of American theatre.
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‘Dat ole Davil’ – Eugene O’Neill, ANNA
CHRISTIE, and the sea
‘I’d rather have one drop of ocean than all the farms in the world! Honest!’
Anna, Act 2
Before becoming the father of modern American theatre, Eugene O’Neill spent
a period of his youth working aboard ships, spending time traversing the ocean
from New York to Liverpool to Buenos Aires, and further afield. It was a period that
marked O’Neill deeply, leaving him suffering from depression and struggling with
a dependency on alcohol. Yet this time also left the playwright with a deep-rooted
love both of the ocean and of the seafaring life, a theme to which he returned
constantly in his plays. Many of his early plays take place on the sea itself, while
characters throughout his body of work yearn for the sea as a liberator, a place
where their land-locked troubles can be washed away. In O’Neill’s masterwork
Long Day’s Journey into Night, the character Edmund, a loosely drawn
representation of O’Neill himself, talks of his love for the ocean:
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‘When I was on the Squarehead square rigger, bound for Buenos Aires. Full moon
in the Trades. The old hooker driving fourteen knots. I lay on the bowsprit, facing
astern, with the water foaming into spume under me, the masts with every sail
white in the moonlight, towering high above me. I became drunk with the beauty
and signing rhythm of it, and for a moment I lost myself – actually lost my life. I
was set free! I dissolved in the sea, became white sails and flying spray, became
beauty and rhythm, became moonlight and the ship and the high dim-starred sky!
I belonged, without past or future, within peace and unity and a wild joy, within
something greater than my own life, or the life of Man, to Life itself! To God, if you
want to put it that way.’2
The significance of the sea in O’Neill’s time at sea is clear throughout his writing:
playwright Tony Kushner has written that ‘time aboard a ship on the open sea
was for O’Neill the equivalent of a birth trauma’.3 It is perhaps in ANNA CHRISTIE,
though, that the influence of this period of his life is at its clearest, from the
attitude of the characters to the sea to the locations that they find themselves in.
Johnny the Priest’s saloon bar, where we first meet Chris and Anna, for example,
has more than a passing resemblance to the New York harbour-side bar that
O’Neill frequented while ashore from his voyages, which was run by one Jimmy
the Priest.
In ANNA CHRISTIE, the sea is almost a fourth central character, constantly
referred to by the characters and a driving force behind the narrative of the play.
For hardened sailor Chris Christopherson, the sea is ‘dat ole davil’, a symbol of
uncertainty and an unknown future, a menacing force which has swallowed up
countless members of his family, and from which he endeavours to protect his
daughter, but is also a force from which he cannot escape; he is pulled back to the
sea almost against his will, and has a great affection and passion for the ocean,
while simultaneously blaming it for all his past misfortunes.
For Anna, though, the sea promises a chance for freedom and redemption, an
opportunity to wash away the horrors and despair of her past on her cousins’ farm.
O’Neill describes her transformation as she emerges at the beginning of Act Two,
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aboard Chris’s coal barge, the Simeon Winthrop: ‘She looks healthy, transformed,
the natural colour has come back to her face.’ The redemptive power of the sea is
clear here, as our protagonist shifts from the worn out creature seen in Act One
to finding a new lease of life aboard the barge. Anna’s delight at being out on the
water is only matched by Chris’s cynicism, as he harshly tempers her enthusiasm
for seafaring with warnings about the dangers of a maritime life:
‘Hard vork all time. It’s rotten, Ay tal you, for go to sea... Dey’re all fool fallar, dem
fallar in our family. Dey all vork rotten yob on sea for nutting, don’t care nutting
but yust gat big pay day in pocket, gat drunk, gat robbed, ship avay again on oder
voyage. Dey don’t come home. Dey don’t do anytang like good man do. And dat
ole davil, sea, sooner, later she svallow dem up.’
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Chris’s personification of the sea extends the notion that it is the ocean itself
that decides the fate of the play’s characters, an idea which is further developed
when Mat Burke emerges almost from the water itself. He seems to embody the
conflicting attitudes to the sea of the Christophersons. Anna sees in Burke the
potential to leave her past behind, while for Chris, he represents the insecurity and
unreliable nature that he has been trying to protect Anna from. Even as the play
concludes, the continuing presence of the ocean in the lives of all three central
characters sounds a note of uncertainty, as voiced by Chris in the final lines of the
play:
‘Fog, fog, fog, all bloody time. You can’t see vhere you vas going, no. Only dat ole
davil, sea – she knows!’
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ANNA CHRISTIE – The play
First performed in New York in 1921, ANNA CHRISTIE won Eugene O’Neill the
second of his four Pulitzer Prizes. The play tells the story of Anna Christopherson,
the daughter of a Swedish sailor, who has been brought up by relatives on an
inland farm. Having not seen her father for fifteen years, she travels to New York
to find him, and to escape from her past life. As Anna and her father journey out
to sea, they rescue Mat Burke, an Irish coal-stoker whose boat has been drifting
in the open water. Mat and Anna fall passionately in love, but revelations about
Anna’s life in St Paul threaten their future happiness.
Anna Christie is one of Eugene O’Neill’s first great works; it was made into a
hugely successful film in 1930 starring Greta Garbo, the first of Garbo’s ‘talkies’,
and has been revived regularly since. The last major production of the play, in
1994, starred Natasha Richardson as Anna, and Liam Neeson as Mat Burke.

Themes:
Gender Divisions/Sexual Inequality
In the year Anna Christie was written, Margaret Sanger founded the American
Birth Control League. Other important social changes for women that were
happening included their ability to vote, to receive higher forms of education, and
permission to smoke and drink. But in 1910 (when the play is set) the women we
meet are very far removed from these social reforms.
Drinking
The very first words out of Anna’s mouth are ’Gimme a whiskey – ginger ale on
the side. And don’t be stingy, baby’, conjuring up a strong, ballsy woman. But
quite quickly she changes her approach to alcohol (or at least pretends to) when
she realises that it would be helpful to convince her father that she conforms to
the conventions of being a lady in order to gain a roof over her head and time to
rest. She opts for a soft drink from him: ’Make it sas, then.’
Smoking
In Act 1, Marthy has to be let in to the saloon by the family entrance at the back,
under a cloud of secrecy. The issue of women smoking also has to be kept secret
in this environment. When Anna asks Marthy: ‘Let you smoke in here, won’t
they?’, and she replies: ‘Sure. On’y trow it away if yuh hear somone comin’’, we
understand that this restriction is only on women. Like the question of women
drinking, this moment serves to highlight the clash between how both these
women want to, and do behave, and how they are expected, and pretend to
behave.
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Women’s dependency on men
Anna’s plight is clear from the start, she describes feeling trapped inland: ‘I never
could stand being caged up nowhere’. Later in Act 3, she repeats this:‘I was caged
in, I tell you – yust like in yail – taking care of other people’s kids.’ However, her
options to live an independent life are very limited and even though, early on, she
claims to have found liberty through joining a whorehouse, we soon learn it was
not a happy time for her.
Marthy isn’t put out by Chris asking her to leave the barge once Anna is on her
way, but she is aware that her only option is to find another man who will support
her: ‘There’s plenty of other guys on other barges waitin’ for me. Always was, I
always found.’ For all her outward strength, she is not independent. The same
applies to Anna who was beholden to her cousin, then her boss as a nurse girl,
then men in general when she took up ‘the oldest profession in the world’, next to
her father and finally to Matt, in marriage:
‘It was men on the farm ordering and beating me – and giving me the wrong start.
Then when I was a nurse, it was men again hanging around, bothering me, trying
to see what they could get.’
Women as Possessions
Where the division between the sexes becomes most apparent is the Act Three
when the two men literally fight over Anna as if she were an object. In Rob
Ashford’s production this is brilliantly realised when we see the two men tugging
her from one to the other. This possession goes even further when Matt Burke
proclaims: ‘She’ll do what I say! You’ve had your hold on her long enough....’, and
‘She’s taking my orders from this out, not yours.’ as though she were a slave.
Anna retorts:
‘Gawd, you’d think I was a piece of furniture! ... I’ll do what I please, and no man, I
don’t give a hoot who he is, can tell me what to do! I ain’t asking either of you for
a living. I can make it myself – one way or other. I’m my own boss.’
This triumphant blast soon weakens when we realise just how much she’ll has to
compromise herself to make her own money.
Hypocrisy
The severe lack of equality between the two sexes of the world of the play is in
the sailors’ hypocrisy. As Anna puts it, regarding her work in the house:‘You been
doing the same thing all your life, picking up a new girl in every port. How’re you
any better than I was?’ But the same rules do not apply to women in this world,
morally or practically.
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Destiny
The play is laced with notions of faith, God and the devil, superstitions and a belief
in a predestined journey that is in the hands of a greater or stronger being.
Fateful Journeys
Larry, one of the patron’s of Johnny-the-Priest’s Saloon, before even setting eyes
on Anna, makes the comment: ‘This girl, now, ‘ll be marryin’ a sailor herself,
likely. It’s in the blood.’ This idea that through birth we are born to do something
comes up frequently, particularly through Mat Burke’s outwardly pious rhetoric.
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In Act 2, when Anna asks Mat why he didn’t ever go and work on the land, he
says ‘I wasn’t made for it, Miss.’ He believes that their encounter is of divine
orchestration and proposes to Anna, having just met her, as he believes it is a sign
from God that they met, and his fate: ‘I’m telling you there’s the will of God in it
that brought me safe through the storm and fog to the wan where you was!’.
When Mat Burke realises that Anna is Lutheran and that her Catholic promise
may be void as a result, Mat again places all his faith in what he believes to be his
destiny: ‘...’Tis the will of God, anyway.’ The final words of the play compound the
notion that there is a greater force controlling each person’s destiny but this time it
is not Mat’s God but Chris’ belief in the ‘old devil sea’:
‘Fog, fog, fog, all bloody time. You can’t see vhere you vas going, no. Only dat ole
davil, sea – she knows!’

Multiculturalism
Between 1880 and 1921, tens of millions of immigrants arrived in the US. Anna
Christie encapsulates this marvellously.
Migration and the vernacular
O’Neill actually scripts each character’s accent, thus documenting their vernacular
as he heard them. During the third and fourth acts of Anna Christie there are only
ever three characters on stage and, although all of them speak in English, only one
is actually American – and even she was not born in the country. We hear three
different accents, two coming from the Europe in the East and one coming from
Mid-Western America to meet in a port in Boston.
Not only is the sea and the world of sailors on land and shore a perfect setting
to explore the exchange of cultures and diverse migration found in East coast
America at the turn of the 20th century but, in lots of ways, Anna herself typifies
this new world. She has become Americanised.When Chris tries to endear her in
Swedish, she says: ‘What’s that – Swedish? I don’t know it.’
Chris’s world, though, reflects the cultural ‘melting pot’ of early 20th Century New
York. Early in the play he refers to the men he meets while working, and their
friendly interaction:
‘Italian fellar on oder barge, he learn me dat.’
‘Oder fellar on oder barge – Irish fellar – he gat bottle of vhiskey and we drank it.’
And then he uses his own language to share a cheers with his fellow bar flies:
‘Skoal!’
But in Act 3, there is a small hint of the division between the races when Chris
calls Mat ‘Irish svine, you’, to which Burke retaliates ‘Don’t ye like the Irish, ye old
baboon? ‘Tis that you’re needing in your family...you’ll not be having grandchildren
would be fearful cowards and jackasses the like of yourself!’
However, the strongest testament of all to the multicultural nature of this world
is that an Irish, Catholic man wants to marry a Swedish-born woman from a
Lutheran family and that the objection to this from her father is not his race, but
his profession.
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An Introduction to the Three Principal
Characters

ANNA CHRISTOPHERSON – RUTH WILSON
‘She is a tall, blond, fully-developed girl of twenty, handsome after a large, Vikingdaughter fashion but now run down in health and plainly showing all the outward
evidences of belonging to the world’s oldest profession. Her youthful face is already
hard and cynical beneath its layer of make-up. Her clothes are the tawdry finery of
peasant stock turned prostitute.’
From Eugene O’Neill’s stage directions
Anna Christopherson, or Anna Christie, is not a typical, innocent heroine. Raised
on a Minnesota farm by her cousins, with her father having left her as a child to
return to sea, Anna has been left to fend for herself for much of her life, and has a
strength, resilience and energy that belie her young age.
We learn in the first Act of the play that Anna’s experiences on her cousins’ farm
have included being worked ‘to death like a dog’, and also being sexually abused
by her cousin Paul when she was sixteen. This has led her to escape from the
farm, and eventually to become a prostitute in St Paul. Anna has been left with a
profound mistrust and anger toward men as a result of these experiences.
When we meet her at the beginning of the play, she has travelled for days to visit
her estranged father, to try and escape her past life. Taken onto her father’s boat,
Anna feels increasingly liberated and free of her past, and in Mat Burke, she finds
a man who offers her the chance of a new start. This possibility seems to be taken
from her when Chris and Mat find out about her past, pushing her endurance to
the limit.
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As a former prostitute, Anna is in some ways typical of the ‘fallen woman’ genre
of female characters, attempting to find redemption through ‘pure’ love. When
ANNA CHRISTIE was first produced, many critics were shocked at the portrayal
of Anna as an immoral woman who nonetheless had the chance for redemption,
and many demanded that the play must have a tragic ending, as plays about ‘fallen
women’ traditionally had. O’Neill’s character, though, is far more complex and
finely drawn than this would suggest, and while both Mat and Chris judge her
harshly for her past life, the audience is left to make up its own mind on Anna’s
morality.
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CHRIS CHRISTOPHERSON – David Hayman
‘He is a short, squat, broad-shouldered man of about fifty, with a round, weatherbeaten, red face from which his light blue eyes peer short-sightedly, twinkling
with a simple good humor. His large mouth, overhung by a thick, drooping, yellow
mustache, is childishly self-willed and weak, of an obstinate kindliness. A thick
neck is jammed like a post into the heavy trunk of his body. His arms with their
big, hairy, freckled hands, and his stumpy legs terminating in large flat feet, are
awkwardly short and muscular. He walks with a clumsy, rolling gait. His voice,
when not raised in a hollow boom, is toned down to a sly, confidential half-whisper
with something vaguely plaintive in its quality. He is dressed in a wrinkled, illfitting dark suit of shore clothes, and wears a faded cap of gray cloth over his mop
of grizzled, blond hair.’
From Eugene O’Neill’s stage directions
Chris is a hardened sailor, a Swedish immigrant and captain of the coal barge the
‘Simeon Winthrop’. From a family of seamen, Chris has both a profound yearning
for and a deep mistrust of the sea, which he blames for much of his misfortune.
The sailor’s life has left Chris estranged from his daughter Anna, who he has left
to be raised by relatives on a Minnesota farm. When we meet Chris, he has just
returned from a voyage, and is already drunk by the time he appears on stage,
where he proceeds to drink a lot more. On learning of Anna’s impending arrival, he
becomes extremely excitable, and is very affectionate and caring for his daughter
when they meet, and remorseful for his past actions.
Through the action of the play, Chris shows himself to be a deeply superstitious
man. He constantly refers to ‘dat ole davil’, the sea, and blames her for everything
that has gone wrong in his life. While he is clearly attached to the sea himself, he
is adamant that Anna should not marry a sailor, and the appearance of Mat Burke,
and his ensuing romance with Anna, causes him great anguish. The revelations
about Anna’s past cause him clear distress, and shame, but his reaction is less
violent than that of Mat Burke, and he blames himself for her misfortune: ‘Ay
guess it vas all my fault – all bad tangs dat happen to you.’ Chris’s reaction to the
events of the play seems to be to run away; either to sea, or to the bottom of a
glass.

MAT BURKE – Jude Law
‘He is a powerful, broad-chested six-footer, his face handsome in a hard, rough,
bold, defiant way. He is about thirty, in the full power of his heavy-muscled,
immense strength. His dark eyes are bloodshot and wild from sleeplessness. The
muscles of his arms and shoulders are lumped in knots and bunches, the veins of his
fore-arms stand out like blue cords.’
From Eugene O’Neill’s stage directions
Mat Burke has perhaps the most striking entrance in ANNA CHRISTIE: rescued
from drifting on the open water by Chris Christopherson’s coal barge, he emerges
onto the stage bare-chested and giddy with weakness, believing that Anna is
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part of a delirious fantasy. Burke’s past is hinted at, but never fully explored in the
text; he is Irish by nationality, though he hasn’t been home for ‘fifteen years or
more’, and we learn that in that time, he has been largely at sea. Burke works as
a coal stoker, which Chris condemns as a ‘million times worse’ than being a sailor:
‘Dem fallars dat vork below shoveling coal vas de dirtiest, rough gang of no-good
fallars in vorld!’ However, his kindness and growing affection for Anna belie this
description; he is almost childlike in his declarations of love for her, despite his
strong outward appearance.
It is when Anna tells him of her past life, though, that we see a different, violent,
side of Mat’s nature. In his rage and shame, he threatens to kill Anna and curses
her.
In some senses, Mat’s reaction to the revelation that Anna has worked as a
prostitute could show him to have a strong morality; when the play was written,
notions of female purity and morality were still extremely rigid, and ‘fallen women’
such as Anna were often condemned to a tragic end in plays of the period, only
finding redemption in a ‘pure’ death. However, to a modern audience, in a postfeminist world, Mat’s reaction to Anna’s past could seem both hypocritical and
misjudged, particularly as he openly admits in the play to visiting prostitutes
himself in the past. While he eventually ‘forgives’ Anna her transgression, she
is made to beg for Mat’s affections, in a way which could jar to the modern
sensibility. Some critics have argued that O’Neill’s play is deliberately critical of
male attitudes to women, and that it was the writer’s intention for audiences to
leave the theatre not knowing whether the resolution was a happy or a deeply
tragic one.
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section

4

Inside the Rehearsal Room
A Discussion with Paul Wills, Designer
Can you tell us about how it came about that you are working with Rob
Ashford, designing ANNA CHRISTIE?
I’ve known Rob for a few years now and have always had a huge admiration for
his work. He saw NOVECENTO which was a Donmar Trafalgar show, and a few
weeks later I had a call to meet and discuss Anna Christie. We had a long chat
about how we both saw the play, his ideas were so beautiful, and then fortunately
he asked me to design the show!
What were your first impressions of the play?
I’m a great fan of American playwrights, Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams and
although I knew Eugene O’Neill’s work and had seen many productions of his
shows, I was always under the impression that they all seemed to end in misery
and there was never much hope! So it was wonderful to sit and read Anna Christie
and be blown away by not only how ‘modern’ it felt but also how optimistic and
full of passion and hope it was. I found it incredibly funny and moving. The female
characters in particular had a sensibility that feels ahead of its time, which I found
refreshing. Marthy, for example, is not just this lovely comic character but has
an amazing understanding and honesty of how the world works, and seems to
embrace that with a passion. Anna, from her first line about pouring a big one
and not to be stingy, has a view of the world that was lovely to discover. Great
characters, put into fantastic locations!
Another obvious first impression was wondering how will we achieve turning the
Donmar from a Tavern Bar, to a ship’s deck and then to a ship’s cabin!
Have you decided to remain true to the period that the play is written in?
We felt from the outset that it was right to be true to the period. From a design
point of view, it’s a gorgeous costume period, where we see a lovely transition
from the late 1800’s into the styles of the 1920’s. We did take the view though
that we didn’t have to be too slavish to the period. It felt right somehow that
there was also a timeless quality to the piece, and by having it set on a ship, it
felt almost contained in its own world. The themes of the play are not tied to the
1910’s so it still needs to resonate today, about being saved and finding hope. The
joy of having a group of characters dressed mainly in work wear, sailors’ outfits
etc, is that it’s a look that’s similar over many decades. There are details such as
the pewter tankards in the tavern, the newspapers and so on, but generally I think
the world of the set and props could exist in many decades and hopefully has a
simplicity that allows it to do so.
What were the main elements that you wanted to include in your design?
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One of Rob’s first ideas was the notion of a moving platform, which the design
grew from. As you can imagine, there were many issues that this threw up –
health and safety, sight-lines, practicality, noise – the list was endless but there
was a huge feeling of support from the cast and everyone at the Donmar for the
idea, and I’m hoping it’s a breathtaking moment that really elevates Mat’s entrance
to one of biblical proportions!

We looked at classical paintings a lot, and drew inspiration from Tintoretto, Turner
and Sargent. I really wanted the world to look like a painting, from the costumes to
the texture and quality of the wood. This was very important to me, and having the
back wall painted as it is, really pushes this idea. Having Howard Harrison on board
as the lighting designer just supported and transforms the world massively.
Water was very important to both Rob and I. With its cleansing quality and
elemental nature it was important to us to have water in the production
somewhere. Whether it was the entire stage being covered in rain, or just a rain
curtain, or even just Mat Burke’s crew arriving drenched.
We talked a lot about the themes of Heaven, Hell and Earth, and included in the
design are different levels that we hope subtly support this. Mat always enters
from above, being the ‘angel’ that comes to save Anna, the cabin is below and
becomes like a hell to Anna, Chris and Mat and the ship’s deck becomes a world
which hangs and moves between the two.
What for you is the most important theme of ANNA CHRISTIE?
Salvation. Mat and his crew of sailors are like angels that have come to save Anna
and later Chris. They become these weary angels that have spent a millennium
traveling the world saving souls.
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The play is divided very clearly between three different locations. As
the Donmar does not have a curtain, or the flying or wing space that a
proscenium arch theatre would have, what are the challenges of making this
happen in that space?
The biggest challenge is how to create those very different locations without
having to have massive scene changes that disturb the flow and tension in the
piece. What’s wonderful about having Rob at the helm is his background in
choreography and movement. He can really inject those moments with life and
storytelling that keep the piece alive. There are some things that we absolutely
need, like props for each location, but we have tried to be as simple and minimal
as possible.
You’ve also designed all the costumes for the show, was there a particular
inspiration for them?
We looked at lots of reference of the period, as well as more modern
photographers such as Bruce Weber, Lewis Hine, Dorethea Lange, just to get a
sense of men at work, texture and colours. Ruth [Wilson] took a trip to see the
world where Anna originated from in Minnesota, and had a wealth of images of
prostitutes of the time which were an invaluable source of inspiration.
How does Rob Ashford differ in his process from other directors you have
worked with?
Rob’s first response to ANNA CHRISTIE was how the world moved. The moving
platform, a sense of Mat appearing from above, a world of angels and demons,
Heaven and Hell. My first response was a lot more naturalistic which became
challenging for the space. Rob’s vision helped to blow all those thoughts away
and approach the piece more simply. He moves very quickly in the rehearsal room
creating the shape of the piece which allows Howard Harrison, Adam Cork and
myself to visualise it early and respond within our work. He also has a great sense
of music and rhythm which affects the way the actors move in every sense. It’s
very refreshing and liberating!
This is the third production you have designed for the Donmar. What makes
the space special?
You are forced a bit by the nature of the space to simplify and clarify the design
which really allows for the essence of the world to come through more purely and
in a more focused way than most other theatre spaces. You have to think cleverly
and more interestingly with scene changes. The audience to actor relationship is
unique and for me one of the best in the country, if not the world. The relationship
with the design is also so immediate that it needs to breathe and exist with the
actors in a way unlike other spaces. You have to think in a very different and
exciting way!
What is the best thing about being a designer?
Collaborating with different artists, and going on the journey of not knowing how a
project will end until the end of the show on the press night! It can be very scary
but wonderful to be able to create these amazing worlds for the plays to live in.
I’m a huge fan of playwrights and new writing and it’s always an honour to be a
part of something new being bought into our world.
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Where did you train?
I trained at Bretton Hall in West Yorkshire, with a degree in Scenography. I
then worked at the Crucible Theatre in Sheffield for about a year gaining some
backstage experience of how a theatre really works. I moved from there back to
London where I became an assistant designer, and where I learnt all the most
valuable work and was lucky enough to work with some amazing designers.
What are the greatest challenges of your work?
It really depends on each new project. Mainly it’s always about budgets, health
and safety and trying to realise your vision! Often though, it’s a challenge
researching subjects, or trying to find the perfect prop, or the perfect fabric for an
outfit, trying to develop new relationships, funny theatre spaces etc. The list is
endless. More often than not though a positive always comes from these, and I’ve
learnt to embrace them.
Do you have a career highlight?
Again, it all depends on each show. You become very attached obviously to every
design and show, even if they’ve been tough experiences you cannot help but
invest your heart and soul into each one. I’ve made a lot of new friends whom
I’m lucky enough to also work with. Getting my first break designing my first
professional show will always hold a special place as well as the many years
designing with very little on the fringe but creating some wonderful work and
having great fun.
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What advice would you give a young person who wanted to become a
theatre designer?
Believe very much in yourself and have confidence in your work. The joy of being
a designer is that you are unique, which is what makes us attractive to different
directors! It’s incredibly consuming of your time, so you have to have a huge
passion as it can take over your life. See as much as you can of not just theatre,
but museums, art galleries, cinema, photography. Soak up the world as it is and it
helps to create the worlds you’ll go onto design yourself!

A discussion with David Hayman, playing Chris
Christopherson
Could you tell me a little bit about your character, and the journey that he
goes on through the play?
The first thing to be said about Chris Christopherson is that he is not only a man
out of his culture and his country and his people, but he is also a man out of his
time. I think the way that Eugene O’Neill has written him, he’s very definitely of
another generation; it’s almost like he’s skipped a couple of generations and the
world has thrown him up in 1910. It’s not that he’s out of his depth, but he’s out
of place. When you add in the fact that he hardly ever saw his wife, or his sons
before they were drowned, or his daughter since she was born, you see that
he’s a very lonely man who’s riddled with the guilt of his misdemeanours, and his
past way of devoting himself to ‘that ole davil sea’, and not being a responsible
husband, a responsible father.
So that’s why the play is such a wonderful journey: when the play starts, he gets
the news that his daughter, after fifteen years is coming to see him – he’s happy
as a pig in mud, he really is. At the same time he’s very cautious, maybe in part
terrified, because he thinks ‘what’s she going to hit me with?’ Because he’s really
ignored her, the last time he saw her she was five years old, she was a little kid,
she doesn’t even remember him.
Some of the things that Chris has done in the past are quite unsympathetic
in some ways, or don’t necessarily paint him in the best light. Do you find
that more difficult as an actor to relate to somebody who has effectively
abandoned their family?
He couldn’t be further from me – I adore my family, my sons, I am very attached
to them and very much an active part of their life. So Chris is a man who is alien
to me on many levels, but then I always prefer to play someone as far away from
myself as possible, because then it means that you are taking yourself out of your
comfort zone, and exploring new, dangerous and exciting territory, which I love.
That’s one of the great things about my job – we get to explore other people.
You get to inhabit the skin of an individual, you try and fill out that skin as much
as possible. It’s hit and miss, that exploration. When I was fifteen, I wanted to
be a scientist, or an explorer. If you think about it, that’s what I am doing now. I
scientifically strip away all the rubbish to get to the truth of something, and then I
explore all avenues of that character. I’m living my dream – I am a scientist and an
explorer, and I call myself an actor!
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Chris’s relationship with Anna develops a great deal over the course of the
play. Have you worked with Ruth Wilson in a particular way to develop that?
We took an early decision not to touch. We only ever touch once in the whole
play, and that in itself was quite telling, and I hope it’s profound for the audience
as well. It’s a tortuous relationship, it’s really difficult – they only begin to make
those first tentative steps towards a relationship by the end of the play that takes
place over ten, twelve days. We threw ourselves into it, we’re exploring as we
go, and taking it at face value, but both of us coming with our histories intact, and
seeing how we hit off each other. It’s been an interesting journey, and we’re still
fine tuning in the fifth week of rehearsals – it’s lovely when you find other levels,
different colours, a little shade to something you didn’t have before.
Have you discovered a lot about your character over the rehearsal process
that you hadn’t thought about before?
They’re simple people – they’re not intellectual, they’re not cerebral, they are
working people and they wear their hearts on their sleeves, they speak a basic
language. Chris repeats himself, he uses the same lines over and over in a
different way, in a different format, in a different order, and Mat Burke does the
same as well. Because of this, I think the characters are there when you read it, in
broad brushstrokes. What I’ve discovered during the rehearsal process are details;
Rob [Ashford, the director] is brilliant at this, he’s fantastic at the detail. I guess we
have all discovered details about our characters through the rehearsal process, but
the broad brushstrokes were there before we came to rehearsal.
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Chris’s relationship with the sea is very interesting. It seems to be a bit of a
love/hate relationship. Can you tell us a bit about that?
It’s a magnetic, compulsive, inevitable relationship. I’ve spent a lot of time with
fishing communities, in different parts of the world, and particularly people who
make their living from the sea, like the people who live in the coastal areas of
Scotland and in the islands, where I spend a lot of my time, and they all have that
same pull towards the sea. There’s something very magnetic about it – there’s an
inevitability about the relationship with the sea. It is a love/hate relationship – to
Chris it’s everything. It’s God, it’s the source, it’s life, it’s death. His father died at
sea, two of his brothers died at sea, his two sons died at sea.
Every sailor I have ever spoken to has the upmost respect for the sea, almost as
if it’s a living, breathing being in its own way, a sentient being with an intelligence,
with a knowledge, and that’s kind of extraordinary, because that’s how we regard
a God-like figure . But it definitely is a love/hate relationship. There is the obvious
thrill of being out on the ocean, all sailors talk about the thrill of being in rough
seas, but at the same time, they must be really scared, thinking ‘Is this my last
trip, am I going to end up being eaten by the fishes?’
There was a lot of comment when the play was first written about it having
a ‘happy’ or a ‘hopeful’ ending. Do you think it does?
It’s a potentially happy ending. But what I think comes through is the power of
love, at the end of the day I think the message of this play is that love is the
strongest force on Earth. It can overcome all challenges, all blockages. Everything
that is put in your way, you can overcome it if your love is strong enough. I
think Anna and Mat’s love is so strong that they can overcome that deep-seated
prejudice that she’s a fallen woman, that she’s been sleeping with men to make
a living, that her purity is no longer there. The power of their love is so strong it
overcomes that, and it overcomes his misgivings about the whole relationship.
To me it’s not a cod ending, it’s not tying up all the loose ends – I think the ends
are still untied. Chris comments that it feels funny, he and Mat shipping away
in the same boat that way, – he feels that it isn’t right, it’s the way that old devil
sea does her worst dirty tricks, she’s playing with them again. Why, out of all the
millions of ships on earth, how can you and I end up, after this period of hatred,
going on the same voyage together? That’s more than synchronicity, that’s the ‘old
devil’, the sea, working her magic.
The way that O’Neill has written Chris’s lines in the text is, at first glance,
very difficult to understand. How have you approached that challenge?
It is an absolute nightmare! I didn’t realise it to begin with, because when I first
read the script I thought, wow, O’Neill is so brilliant, his genius gives you so
many pointers to the character, and the pointers are written into the way he uses
language; he uses halting English, it’s not quite pidgin English but it’s not fluent,
eloquent English. You start to feel a character forming already, in the way he uses
the language, the flow of the language, the rhythm of the language. But then
you’ve got to start learning the damn thing! It’s a serious, serious challenge to
learn these lines. Because Chris isn’t a native in the use of the English language
he repeats himself time after time, but when he does those repetitions, they
change a little bit, so he’s using the same words but in a different form. So many
of my lines I’m saying the same words, but in a different shape, a different form.
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It’s a nightmare , it’s a real nightmare. Jude [Law] is finding the same thing, we
both are. But it’s great, it really is, once we crack them. We‘re just getting to the
point now of cracking them, and it does liberate you, it does help you create your
character.
Does rehearsing for the Donmar stage have particular challenges, as
opposed to a traditional proscenium arch stage?
Because I live in Scotland, I hadn’t been to the Donmar much recently. Then I
went to see [the Donmar’s previous production] LUISE MILLER, which I absolutely
loved – I was knocked out by its clarity, and the strength of all those performances.
Then when we went on stage to walk it round, I realised how challenging the
acoustic is. You think it’s a small, intimate theatre of 250 seats, you think ‘Great, I
can bring it down to a whisper’. You can’t – you still have to project, it needs a lot
more voice than you imagine, mainly because the theatre is concrete, and there’s
no ring to a concrete building. Some of the wooden cladding on the stage and the
walls may help to give it a bit of a reverb, though. We were looking forward to
perhaps laying back on it at times, and letting it breathe a little bit, and not force it.
I don’t think we’ll be able to do that, and with an audience of 250 in there as well,
audiences absorb sound, so it will be a vocal challenge. I asked Jenny [Galloway,
playing Marthy], who has done about four shows at the Donmar, about the
acoustic, and she said ‘you’re dead right, it’s far more difficult than you think, you
almost have to treat it as a proscenium arch theatre’.
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Extracts from Assistant Director Simon Evans’
Rehearsal Diary
Week One

; complex, funny and tragic,
ANNA CHRISTIE is a really wonderful play
David Hayman, Jude Law I
but standing in that room with Ruth Wilson,
slightly in their long shadows.
did wonder if Eugene O’Neill might be lost
passionately convinced the entire
However in his opening words Rob Ashford
stratospheric casting but a chance
assembly that this was not an exercise in
of O’Neill’s four Pulitzer winning
to embrace perhaps the most fascinating
melting pot of characters and, of
plays. He spoke of the electric dialogue, the
out so much as a beat to sip on a
course, those “American” themes. Then, with
of the play’s religious connotations,
bottle of water, he was talking profoundly
y for seeing their characters as
charging all the actors with the responsibilit
conspiring to bring about the plays
pre-destined agents of God and the sea all
beguiling ending!
t think I’ve seen a meet-andIn my, admittedly limited, experience, I don’
n we then moved to the model box
greet leave a company so fired up and, whe
em by which the stage itself may
for Paul Wills to talk us through the syst
rised some of the company didn’t
replicate the motion of the sea, I was surp
simply combust with excitement.
e us through the first week so
It was this contagious passion which drov
day (marvelling already at the
eagerly. We read the play through on Mon
bord of required accents) then
grasp the actors have of the play’s smorgas
her session of table work which
discussed it at length. I can’t think of anot
tch knots and warrior angels but
has covered subjects as diverse as clove-hi
us blocking the first two (of
I’ll keep you posted. Tuesday to Friday saw
e and movement born from his
four) acts. Rob directs with an eye for imag
the sense of continual motion he’s
illustrious career as a choreographer and
is a thing of beauty. I’m itching
already created in the opening bar scene
ance (thrown unceremoniously
also to talk, in detail, about Jude Law’s entr
e) but even with my affinity for
from the sea itself onto the Donmar stag
you’ll just have to wait and see.
hyperbole, words wouldn’t do it justice so
rtly and subtly with the actors on
This isn’t to say Rob doesn’t also work expe
this early stage, the exchanges
their characters and language and, even at
man’s CHRIS are bristling with
between Ruth Wilson’s ANNA and David Hay
ntment which is so engrossing
that complex restrained affection and rese
and Jude Law’s MAT are already
to watch, while Jenny Galloway’s MARTHY
mble are also embracing the
layered, physical and fascinating. The ense
rse and developed characters,
opportunity to fill the group scenes with dive
.
giving those larger scenes such a richness
though! I’ve been charged with
Not to give Rob and the cast all the credit
dy told!” (gör vad du blodiga
finding the Swedish for “Do what you’re bloo
chant mariners wore their sideburns
berättade) and ascertaining how long mer
been an enthusing and educational
in the early 1900s (approx 3 inches). It’s
week for all of us.
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Week Two
With Acts 1 and 2 under our belts we bega
n our second week of ANNA
CHRISTIE rehearsals, with a similar bran
d of American optimism, staging
(however roughly) Acts 3 and 4. This mea
nt that, by the end of Wednesday,
we’d blocked the entire show.
It also meant that we’d had three spacious
days enjoying the use of a fairly
sparse rehearsal room. This is not just beca
use of the open playing space
Paul Wills has designed for us for the seco
nd half of the show (where
a handful of crates, a rocking chair and a
bed suggest the below-decks
cabin on Chris Christopherson’s coal barg
e) but also because the dramatis
personae requirements of these acts are
wonderfully small. Eugene O’Neill
has written a piece which opens in a busy
bar; noisy, clumsy and teaming
with the dregs of 1910 New York harbour
society, then suddenly releases us
(and ANNA herself) from the claustrophob
ia of this environment into the
liberating and capricious setting of a barg
e at sea. At this point the play
effectively becomes a three-hander, leav
ing us almost solely in the hands of
David Hayman’s CHRIS, Ruth Wilson’s ANN
A and Jude Law’s MAT for the
remainder of the play.
Rob’s style of direction is relaxed and incr
edibly effective. A reading of the
scene (in the space) is followed by a brief
conversation to tackle any large
questions or issues any of the actors (or
Rob himself) might have. Then,
without so much as a break for a cup of tea,
the actors are on their feet and
trying things out. My own experience, outs
ide of the Donmar, is testament to
what a terrifying prospect this can be to
a group of actors. “Just do it!” says
an inexperienced director, and sits back watc
hing nervous performers trying
to unlock lines, figure out objectives and
fit both to accurate movements
(all with a copy of the script in their hand
), hoping that by the end of the
day the staging will have effectively take
n care of itself. It rarely (if ever)
works that successfully. To avoid such disc
omfort, Rob’s strategy is to read
and re-read the upcoming scenes in advance
and (with a choreographer’s
eye for movement) conceive an occasional
idea for an image or specific
piece of staging to accompany a moment or
section of text. For example, he
might say that at a particular moment in the
scene he’d like MAT BURKE to
pound his fist desperately onto the dilapidat
ed bed while ANNA watches
helplessly. This gives Jude and Ruth a plac
e to aim for, and suddenly their
own physical language is unlocked as they
realise they are free to experiment
with movement and gesture as long as, two
pages on, MAT is pounding his fist
desperately onto the dilapidated bed whil
e ANNA watches helplessly. It’s
a wonderful technique because, even if Rob
’s original ideas are ultimately
jettisoned (as they have been regularly in
favour of new discoveries), the
company are already enjoying a freer form
of movement in the space, which,
when working with only three actors in the
scene, is an invaluable quality.
And so it was that at 10am on Thursday the
full company came together for a
long group warm-up followed by our first
stagger through of the entire show.
This would be impressive enough as it is, but
Rob’s rehearsal process means
that far from it being a bland first pass,
each act is already filled with some
of the most exciting staging I’ve seen in a
rehearsal room. There’s shipwrecks
and knife-fights, bar-room brawls and reco
nciliations but even in more
background moments like ordering drinks
at a bar or clearing crates from the
deck of a ship, there’s so much to take in.
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Week 3
A lot of the work this week has been focussed on
the language of the play,
running sections of dialogue over and again to help
get the lines learnt
accurately and delivered at the speed of thought.
Eugene O’Neill has not made
the company’s job easy in this respect. The play focus
es on working men from
all manner of geographical backgrounds, meaning that
the pages of dialogue
are not filled with pithy and memorable little Stop
pard-ian quips, but rough
characters with limited vocabularies delivering line
after line composed of the
same few words arranged in slightly different orde
rs (in many cases written in
phonetic Swedish or Irish). It’s a challenge to learn
and threatened us with a
frustrating time when sections of text which flowe
d with tremendous pace and
drive during the last pass (when the lines were being
read from pages) suddenly
slowed down as actors strove to remember what exac
tly comes next.
Thankfully we’re working with an incredibly comm
itted and disciplined bunch
of actors who, this week, have put in some incredibly
hard work (both in and
out of the rehearsal room) ensuring that they are
faithful (to the word) to
O’Neill’s play. Jude Law, Ruth Wilson, David Haym
an and Jenny Galloway have
all absconded me at one time or another to drill them
on lines and, once I got
over the fear of stopping them, mid-flow, to tell them
that the line is “Devil
take you!” rather than “Devil mend you!” (usually gree
ted by a roll of the eyes
and a “Thank you” which conveys an air of “My brain
aches”) it suddenly came
together.
And that’s when the gruelling work pays off and the
play opens itself, revealing
an undeniable audible poetry and rhythm which undu
lates (by O’Neill’s own
admission) like the sea on which the action is set.
It’s been a week of pedantry
and patience, but when these actors grasp O’Neill’s
language and deliver it with
confidence and pace, you understand what a tremendo
us piece of writing it is.
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ANNA CHRISTIE in Performance
Before seeing the production: Practical Exercise
Below is an extract from Act One of Anna Christie. The scene takes place in the back room of a rundown saloon bar on the harbourside in New York. ANNA has just arrived on the train from Minnesota
to meet her father CHRIS for the first time in fifteen years, having been raised on an inland farm while
Chris was at sea. Her experiences on the farm have left her with a deep mistrust of men.
Read the scene through in groups of two. First of all, make sure you understand everything that is
being said. The role of Chris is written by O’Neill with a strong Swedish accent, which can make it
difficult to understand on the first reading.
Once you have read it through, discuss in your group, or as a whole class, the atmosphere that O’Neill
creates in the scene. What does the scene reveal about these two characters, and their relationship
with one another? How does their relationship develop in the scene?
Read the scene through again. Try changing Chris’s dialogue slightly so that it makes the most sense
to you. Once you are comfortable with the meaning and emotion behind what is being said, go back
to the original text and try it in Chris’s Swedish dialect. It doesn’t matter if it sounds wrong initially –
give it a try!
Now start to think about staging the scene.
Think about the following issues:
• What sort of bar is this? Are the characters alone, or are they being watched? How does this affect
the scene?
• Anna had just arrived at the bar, having travelled for two days non-stop. She is also in an unfamiliar
place. How does this change her physicality?
• What atmosphere do you want to create between the two characters? Is this a happy reunion, or is
it full of tension? Try and identify moments where the mood of the scene changes. Think about how
this affects the physicality of the two characters.
• Read the discussion with David Hayman above. How do you think the decision in the Donmar’s
production of these two characters not touching affect this scene?
• If you have time you might want to break the scene into ‘units’ of action, identifying where the
intentions of the characters change within the scene. This can allow you to identify precisely where
the mood of the scene shifts, which will add to the texture of the scene.
ANNA	(Acutely embarrassed in her turn.) Hello – father. She told me it was you. I yust got here
a little while ago.
CHRIS	(Goes slowly over to her chair.) It’s good – for see you – after all dem years, Anna. (He
bends down over her. After an embarrassed struggle they manage to kiss each other.)
ANNA (A trace of genuine feeling in her voice.) It’s good to see you, too.
CHRIS	(Grasps her arms and looks into her face – then overcome by a wave of fierce
tenderness.) Anna lilla! Anna lilla! (Takes her in his arms.)
ANNA	(Shrinks away from him, half-frightened.) What’s that – Swedish? I don’t know it. (Then
as if seeking relief from the tension in a voluble chatter.) Gee, I had an awful trip coming
here. I’m all in. I had to sit up in the dirty coach all night – couldn’t get no sleep, hardly –
and then I had a hard job finding this place. I never been in New York before, you know,
and –
CHRIS	(Who has been staring down at her face admiringly, not hearing what she says –
impulsively.) You know you vas awful pooty gel, Anna? Ay bet all men see you fall in love
with you, py yiminy!
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ANNA (Repelled – harshly.) Cut it! You talk same as they all do.
CHRIS (Hurt – humbly.) Ain’t no harm for your fader talk dat vay, Anna.
ANNA	(Forcing a short laugh.) No – course not. Only – it’s funny to see you and not remember
nothing. You’re like – a stranger.
CHRIS	(Sadly.) Ay s’pose. Ay never come home only few times ven you vas kit in Sveden. You
don’t remember dat?
ANNA	No. (Resentfully.) But why didn’t you never come home them days? Why didn’t you never
come out West to see me?
CHRIS	(Slowly.) Ay tank, after your mo’der die, ven Ay vas avay on voyage, it’s better for you
you don’t never see me! (He sinks down in the chair opposite her dejectedly – then turns
to her – sadly.) Ay don’t know, Anna, vhy Ay never come home Sveden in ole year. Ay
vant come home end of every voyage. Ay vant see your mo’der, your two bro’der before
dey vas drowned, you ven you vas born – but – Ay – don’t go. Ay sign on oder ships – go
South America, go Australia, go China, go every port all over world many times – but
Ay never go aboard ship sail for Sveden. Ven Ay gat money for pay passage home as
passenger den – (He bows his head guiltily.) Ay forgat and Ay spend all money. Ven
Ay tank again, it’s too late. (He sighs.) Ay don’t know vhy but dat’s vay with most sailor
fallar, Anna. Dat ole davil sea make dem crazy fools with her dirty tricks. It’s so.
ANNA	(Who has watched him keenly while he has been speaking – with a trace of scorn in her
voice.) Then you think the sea’s to blame for everything, eh? Well, you’re still workin’ on
it, ain’t you, spite of all you used to write me about hating it. That dame was here told
me you was captain of a coal barge – and you wrote me you was yanitor of a building!
CHRIS	(Embarrassed but lying glibly.) Oh, Ay work on land long time as yanitor. Yust short time
ago Ay got dis yob cause Ay vas sick, need open air.
ANNA (Sceptically.) Sick? You? You’d never think it.
CHRIS	And, Anna, dis ain’t real sailor yob. Dis ain’t real boat on sea. She’s yust ole tub – like
piece of land with house on it dat float. Yob on her ain’t sea yob. No. Ay don’t gat yob on
sea, Anna, if Ay die first. Ay swear dat, ven your mo’der die. Ay keep my word, py yingo!
ANNA	(Perplexed.) Well, I can’t see no difference. (Dismissing the subject.) Speaking of being
sick, I been there myself – yust out of the hospital two weeks ago.
CHRIS	(Immediately all concern.) You, Anna? Py golly! (Anxiously.) You feel better now, dough,
don’t you? You look little tired, dat’s all!
ANNA	(Wearily.) I am. Tired to death. I need a long rest and I don’t see much chance of getting
it.
CHRIS What you mean, Anna?
ANNA	Well, when I made up my mind to come to see you, I thought you was a yanitor – that
you’d have a place where, maybe, if you didn’t mind having me, I could visit a while and
rest up – till I felt able to get back on the job again.
CHRIS	(Eagerly.) But Ay gat place, Anna – nice place. You rest all you want, py yiminy! You
don’t never have to vork as nurse gel no more. You stay with me, py golly!
ANNA	(Surprised and pleased by his eagerness – with a smile.) Then you’re really glad to see
me – honest?
CHRIS	(Pressing one of her hands in both of his.) Anna, Ay like see you like hell, Ay tal you! And
don’t you talk no more about gatting yob. You stay with me. Ay don’t see you for long
time, you don’t forgat dat. (His voice trembles.) Ay’m gatting ole. Ay gat no one in vorld
but you.
After you have seen the production, go back to this scene. How does the Donmar’s interpretation
of this scene differ from yours? What effect does this have? Did your ideas and decisions about the
characters fit into the wider context of the play?
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Once you have seen the production: Discussion
Exercise
Divide up into small groups and use these questions as a springboard to your discussion and analysis
of the production:

1 Preconceptions
What were you expecting the production to be like? Consider your prior knowledge of:
• Casting
• The creative team involved in the play
• Eugene O’Neill
• The Donmar Warehouse
• The poster and website images
• The period of the play
• How did these influence your expectations?

2 Design

• What were your first impressions when you took your seat?
• How would you define the ‘design concept’?
• Consider the different levels and heights used in the production; what were the various choices
behind their use?
• In four words what was the aesthetic of the production?
• In a word, how would you describe ‘the world’ of the play that the design conjured up?
• Did the design work in telling the story?
• What was your favourite thing about the design?
• What choices were made in the design of the costumes to enhance your understanding of who
the characters were?
• Did you believe this world that was created on stage?

3 Performances
• Was there a particular style of performance on stage?
• What behavioural details did you notice about any of the performances that helped you to
understand the character more?
• What do you think the demands for an actor working on the Donmar stage are?
• Did the actors move you?
• What about the language used on stage? How did HOW the actors spoke inform WHO they
were?
• Did you have a favourite performance?
• Why did you believe that those actors were the characters they played?

4 The Ending

• Thinking back to the end of Act 3 (when Anna has revealed the truth about her past and Mat
leaves), how did you think the play would resolve itself?
• Did any of the choices that the characters made surprise you?
• Tonally, was there a shift at the end?
• Is this play a tragedy? If not, how would you class it?
• What do you think the future holds for the young couple?
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Further Study
Ideas for additional reading
You may be interested to read some of Eugene O’Neill’s other plays. Works of
particular interest include:
Bound East for Cardiff (1916)
O’Neill’s first performed play, this one-act play takes place aboard the ship
Glencairn, and makes an interesting comparison piece for Anna Christie.
The Emperor Jones (first performed 1920)
One of O’Neill’s early plays, The Emperor Jones concerns an African-American
man who sets himself up as the emperor of a Caribbean island.
Mourning Becomes Electra (first performed 1931)
O’Neill’s version of the Ancient Greek Oresteia myths, with the setting relocated
to the American Civil War.
Long Day’s Journey into Night (first performed 1956)
Not performed until after O’Neill’s death, this is considered by many to be his
masterpiece. The play takes place over the course of one day in the life of a
Connecticut family, and is loosely autobiographical.
The texts of many of O’Neill’s plays are available online, at www.eoneill.com.
For a more detailed investigation of O’Neill’s work, the following texts may be of
interest:
The Eugene O’Neill Review www.eoneill.com/library/review
A huge resource of scholarly articles focusing on aspects of O’Neill’s life and
work. Past editions of the review include articles which specifically focus on Anna
Christie in isolation, and on the play within the wider context of O’Neill’s work.
Award Ceremony Speech, Nobel Prize in Literature 1936
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1936/press.html
The speech given when O’Neill was awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature sets his
work in context, and offers an insight into his achievements.
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About the Donmar Warehouse

The Donmar Warehouse is an intimate not
for profit 251 seat theatre located in the
heart of London’s West End.
Since 1992, under the Artistic Direction of
Michael Grandage and his predecessor,
Sam Mendes, the theatre has presented
some of London’s most memorable
theatrical experiences and has garnered
critical acclaim at home and abroad. With
a diverse artistic policy that includes new
writing, contemporary reappraising of
European classics, British and American
drama and musical theatre, the Donmar has
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over the last 19 years and has won 40
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Grandage as the Artistic Director of the
Donmar.
Alongside the Donmar’s productions,
we offer a programme of Education
events, which includes subsidised tickets,
introductory workshops and post show
discussions, as well as special projects
which give young people an opportunity
to involve themselves more closely in the
work of the theatre.

For more information about the Donmar’s
education activities, please contact:
Education Department
Donmar Warehouse
41 Earlham Street
London WC2H 9LX
T: 020 7845 5822
F: 020 7240 4878
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